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Durodisc X Eccentric-Action Machine
The next generation single-brush machine

Many cleaners have reservations when it comes to using standard single- 
disc machines. To solve this, Wetrok introduces the revolutionary eccentric-
action technology. The gentle vibration action, while extremely powerful  
and productive, is super easy to use, even for inexperienced hands. 

With the Durodisc X you get a machine for both light and heavy-duty  
cleaning tasks, for a wide range of floor types. With its rectangular  
shape the machine cleans every corner and right up against all edges.  
The mechanical eccentric movement enables even faster progress  
with higher area performance. Enjoy fast, effective, ergonomic  
and professional cleaning results with the new Durodisc X. 

New technology for 
perfectly clean floors

Suitable for all  
cleaning staff

No more manual edge 
cleaning

Unlike traditional single-disc 
machines, the eccentric-action machine 
gently vibrates. The powerful eccentric 
drive of the Durodisc X delivers  
perfect cleaning results faster and  
with minimal effort.

Whatever the height or cleaning 
experience of your staff, the  
Durodisc X is the ideal companion.  
Its gentle oscillating forward motion,  
as opposed to harder to control  
side-to-side rotation motion, means  
the machine is safe and easy to use. 

The Durodisc X is designed to clean 
all the way to the edge, thanks to its 
rectangular shape. The eccentric-action 
machine takes care of all the edge  
and corner cleaning for you – saving 
you valuable time and money, day  
after day.

Want to change the pad on your 
eccentric-action machine or clean the 
wheels? No problem! There’s no more 
kneeling down with the Durodisc X. 
Thanks to the folding chassis, you  
simply set up your machine and  
do the work in a comfortable, healthy 
ergonomic position. 

The Durodisc X prevents the cable  
getting tangled up on the machine. 
Since the lower disc does not rotate,  
it is almost impossible for the cable  
to wind up or get jammed. Benefit from 
this improved health and safety at  
your workplace!

The Durodisc X is designed to perform  
a wide variety of cleaning tasks,  
from light to heavy-duty, on multiple 
floor types. Adjust the weight plates, 
accessories and consumables to  
match your required method. Let the  
Durodisc X amaze you with its  
abilites!

Folding chassis 
for ergo nomic pad 
changing 

Greater occupational 
health and safety

A machine for many 
methods
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Durodisc X product details
Eccentric-action machine

Test the 
Durodisc X  
now

Would you like to test the new eccentric-action  
machine in your property? 

Your customer advisor or our customer service team will be happy to organise a test  
machine for you.

Overview & Accessories

Manufacturer Wetrok
Model Durodisc X
Article no. 20211 (International)

Technical data
Working area (L × W) 35 × 50 cm
Machine weight (without additional weights) 44 kg
Additional weights (optional) 25 (2 × 12.5) kg
Surface pressure on the floor 39.4 g/cm²
Dimensions (L × W × H) 65 × 51 × 130 cm
Motor speed 2850 rpm
Motor output 1100 W
Noise level 78 dB(A)
Voltage 230 V
Frequency 50 Hz
Power cable length 12.5 m

Accessories
21176 Water tank, 14 litres 1 pc.
21211 Set of additional weights, 25 kg 1 pc.
21213 Locking bolt kit 1 pc.

Consumables
22189 Red scrubbing pad 50 × 35cm 5 pcs.
22190 Blue scrubbing pad 50 × 35cm 5 pcs.
22191 Green scrubbing pad 50 × 35cm 5 pcs.
22192 Black scrubbing pad 50 × 35cm 5 pcs.
22193 Microsol fibre pad 50 × 35cm 5 pcs.
22420 Abrasive mesh 60, 50 × 35cm 1 pc.
22422 Abrasive mesh 80, 50 ×  35cm 1 pc.
22424 Abrasive mesh 100, 50 × 35cm 1 pc.
22426 Abrasive mesh 150, 50 × 35cm 1 pc.

Please note: 
The rectangular eccentric-action machine can generally be 
used for the same areas of application as a conventional 
single-brush machine. Simply fit the appropriate pad to 
the machine according to the floor covering:

Read the article 
“Machine pads: which colour  
for which floor?” 
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